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InMAS
• InMAS - “Internet Malware Analysis System”
• In cooperation with the German Federal Office 
for Information Security (BSI)
• Markus Engelberth, Felix C. Freiling, Jan Göbel, 
Chistian Gorecki, Thorsten Holz, Ralf Hund, 
Philipp Trinius, Carsten Willems
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Motivation
• The Internet is a critical infrastructure
• Failure/attacks occur every day 
• Early warning systems to anticipate the attacks
• Detect and classify incidents 
• Analyze attacks and tools involved
• Perform a suitable reaction
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InMAS
• Focus on Malware
• “Malware is involved in most attacks.”
• Modular monitoring and analysis system
• Distributed and large-scaled system
• Integration of well known tools
• Static and dynamic analyses
• Easy to use and simple to extend
InMAS - platform










































• CWSandbox / MalOffice
• Virustotal / Packerdetection
• Generic Unpacking
• SimUser / TrumanBox






















• Data aggregation / visualization 
• Automated interpretation
• Top-down view
































































• Determine malwar  families
• Find new malware
• Behavior-signature
Webinterface
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Results
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Server honeypots
• ~ 7 month
• 1 Amun instance 
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Client honeypots
• ~ 4 month
• 5 Capture clients
websites webserver IPs malicious faulty
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Spamtraps
• ~ 6 month
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CWSandbox
• Free service online for 3 years
• 15 native sandbox systems / 2.5 minutes per run
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Clustering
• ~ 1 1/2 month
• 52 incremental cluster runs
clustered reports rejected cluster
155.722 2.931 (~1.88%) 432
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Conclusion
• The InMAS approach for malware capture and 
analysis
• System online since 2007
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